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Introduction
In allosteric regulation, the energy landscape of a protein, a 
statistical representation of a proteins potential energy,  can be 
altered to achieve various results. Understanding allostery 
provides exciting insight into the possibilities of more 
targeted and effective drugs made using allosteric design. To 
better understand the shifts in the free energy landscape that 
occur as a result of allosteric effectors, we can use vectors, 
programmed with magnitude and angle data from simulation 
outputs, and couple them with residues. This allows for an 
instantaneous visual representation of how a protein reacts to 
various allosteric effectors in a simulation. This visualization 
allows for continuous refinements in order to create allosteric 
effectors that most favorably shift the free energy landscape, 
with the eventual goal of engineering allosteric effectors to 
reactivate native functionality in proteins. Each vector will be 
centered on alpha carbon of a residue, using a polar 
coordinate system the vector will represent the net force felt 
by its respective residue. This net force on a residue is a 
product of  its neighboring residues inflicting external forces 
upon it.

Figure 1: Example of a Thayer Vector, uses a local polar coordinate 
system centered on each residue’s alpha carbon. Pictured with three 

neighboring residues i,j,k

The feasibility of this approach, in which we capture the free 
energy landscape using vectors will be demonstrated using 
the p53 tumor suppression protein. Mutations in p53 are 
present in nearly 50% of ovarian, esophageal, colorectal, head 
and neck, larynx, and lung cancers in humans1. Most of which 
are both lethal and undruggable, however, if this method 
proves to succeed in providing the missing link between 
identifying allosteric control points and which protein 
substate will be selected, it will be an integral step toward a 
new class of allosteric drugs with targeted control of the 
biological processes in any protein.

Methods
Two programs were coded in order to create and implement vectors to capture the free energy landscape 
of p53. The first of which parses the output data of AMBER Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations using 
cpptraj and extracts magnitude and angle data. The script is stored and operated on the HPCC (High 
Performance Computing Cluster) and is coded in bash. 

Figure 2: Example output data from AMBER MD simulation using cpptraj

The second program is a python script that takes in the magnitude and angle data from the AMBER MD 
simulation as an input and outputs a vector for every frame, which represents the instantaneous magnitude 
and angle of the force felt by the residue.

Figure 4: Flowchart detailing free energy landscape capture process as well as use of 
Python Script to create vector representations
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Results

Figure 5, 6: (5) Output of Python script, an 11-frame vector representation of the free energy
landscape, made using Turtle in Python (6) Output vectors mapped onto SAH-p53-8 starting structure, pointing

towards the centroid 0 structure (red)

Future Direction
• Use Machine Learning to create a program that uses the vector data to predict peptide conformational 

substate selection
• Create automated visual overlay of vectors onto targeted molecules, with each vector centered at the 

alpha carbon of each residue
• Extend method beyond p53 and attempt on additional proteins
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